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I. 

INTRODUCTORY - LGGI: TICf. 

Whilst in the discussion of any subject connected with the 

Art of r'rr the same degree of precision cannot be applied as 

in dealing with the exact sciences, yet it is to be borne in 

rind that the more comnlotely the element of chance can be 

eliminated the greater will be the probability of success in any 

military undertaking. It is to effect this desirable end that 

we make studies of the Art of <<ar in all its bearings. 

In order to cover the ground which belongs to the subject 

of Logistics, so far as it relates to the question of transport 

of troops and supplies, the following questions- will be for the 

commanding general, or the iaar Department, to determine; 

1. The amount and kind of supplies; which will depend upon 

the number of troops o£ the various arms of the service, and the 

character and extent of the expedition or campaign. It will be 

"ell to leave to the cc^:r'anding general of the expedition the 

determination of these ratters. 

2. The manner in which such supplies and stores shall be 

procured, whether by manufacture in the depots and arsenals, or 

by purchase in the markets as amongst business ncr, or under 

proper contracts, will be questions to be decided by the bureau 

from v:hi ch the suorl; ec wIll be dr: van 



The question of the storage and delivery of such sup-

plis will by one requiring the joint action of the general cora-

manding the forces, and the i:ar Department, and will depend upon 

the character and extent of the operations, and theatre of war. 

4. The commanding general will stgte hi needs and a 

general outline of the scope of the campaign, and the supply de-

partments will provir'e the stores in required quantities, which 

in turn will be forwarded by the trans-iortation branch of the 

Quartermaster's Department. 

These and many other questions concerning supplies and 

transport will call for decision after consultation bet,=:een the 

commanding general and the tar Department, the conditions 

varying as to whether the troops arc t be in garrison, canton-

ment, temporary camp, or in active campaign. 

In order then, that one may have a general vier of the 

subject it will be necessary to give a comprehensive outline 

of the policy of the t'sr repartment in firnishing sunnl.ies and 

materiel to the army, so as to meet the needs of the army in 

active campaign, and to give the commanding general a means f 

basing his calculations upon a fixed and reliable standandt 

The study of military history and campaigns will force upon 

the student a realization of the careful bonds of union that 

have held together successful armies, and enabled them to move 

and camp, and move and fight, and move again, at the rili of the 

commander. The strength of such an army has existed in the 



sufficiency of its supply and the certainty of its means of 

transport. 

Before we can intelligently enter upon the coneidere•tion of 

the subject of the transportation of the army and its supplies, 

it will be necessary to consider the conditions under which 

armies operate. 

During the fuedal period the operations and movements of 

armies were greatly restr.i ted on account of the necessity of 

living on the country. It was rarely possible to fight a. 

battle at the will of the commander, but rather to co cc when 

the commander found himself in a district v'ell supplies, and 

engagements most frenuently occurred when he found himself more 

or less by accident in the vicinity of the enemy. With wholly 

inadequate means of transportation for supplies he found it 

necessary to distribute his troops over a vast extent of 

territory with a vieva to procuring subsistence, and in order to 

do battle it was necessary to assemble the scattered elements of 

his army. 

History records many instances in which it was necessary for 

a superior army to disperse in order to subsist, when by rei^ain-

ing assembled it could without doubt have son decisive victories, 

h very common device was that of layrin waste the enemy's 

country, thereby destroying his source of supply and hindering 

his movements, and modern civilization has not wholly ended this 
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means of crippling a foe. 

The armies of today, it is true, when in the field are more 

or less spread over a wide extent of territory, but not for 

the same reasons. The supplies are not, s.a a rule, gathered 

from the country within the theatre of war, but are rather for-

warded from safe magazines and r'enots at the rear. The object 

of distributing the force over a large extent of territory is 

to get suitable and sanitary camp sites, properly provided with 

water and with such communications with the rear and laterally 

as will not become cho'tod v::ith th' transportation of troops and 

supplies, and also to occupy such positions as may be necessary* 

to properly restrict the operations of the enemy. The means, 

ho ever, v ill be constantly at hand by which prompt concentra-

tion can be effected and maintained, and an uninterrupted flow 

of supplies kkent up, so that the forces in a properly organized 

command can, with a. minimum of delay in time, be made available 

for battle with the maximum degree of certainty £s to the sup—

ply of the army in any position that the will of the commander 

may direct it to assume. 

In order to accomplish the supply of the army in the most 

satisfactory manner possible, the forces that are to be placed 

r:gularly on the fighting line should be indeaendent of those 

charged with procuring and forwarding supplies. The stores, 

supplies, and r unitions of k;ar are provided in our service by 

the venous supply departments of the army and forriarded by 
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the transportation brcnch of the uarterrster's Department. 

The problems of supply and transport for an army are 

features that rarely appear upon the pages of history, yet they 

cause more anxiety and perplexity to Governments and generals 

than does anything else short of the the outcome of the battle 

itself, for in nearly every campaign the questions of supply 

and transport cut so large a figure, that upon the efficient 

working out of these problems the results often depend. 

Perhaps the best illustration of the sufferings of an army 

on account of the lack of organization in its transport is to be 

found in that of the British before. Sebastopol; where they re—

ria.ined on account of insufficient land transport, although their 

objective was not more than one good day's march distant. 

Colonel C. R. Sherinton of the British Arry thus describes 

the conditions of the trr.nsncrt provided to serve that Army: 

"A heterogeneous rubble recruited in the purlieus of our 

cities, while muleteers and drivers ignorant alike of the 

British tongue and Euroneon reouirFenen_ts arrived from every 

quarter. Eules frQrn ,pain, Italy and Asia : inor, bullocks from 

Egypt, camels from Arabic, • in without stint and regardless 

of cost; while vehicles of every class rand character that the 

world could produce or ingenuity devise were landed at Balakia.ra. 

"Such was the land transport corns of the Crimea." 

Ample in materiel and personnel but without in the beginning 

any organization whatever. As a result the army was always 
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hungry and always ill sunnlied. 

A hungry army is szzra to lose its diseinline and esprit, 

and too often will find in its necessities the 

plunder and loot. If, in addition to lack of 

the ammunition  supnl;,' is not kept up, the army 

license to 

food and clothing, 

cannot fight 

and the Campaign is lost. Once the supplies are exhausted, the 

time is short that will convert an army into a disorganized, 

disheartenad rob. 

In the case of the too great armies now 'i n conl let we 

are sure to be told when explanations are made of the reasons of 

defeat, that the ultimate cause was the inadequate means of 

transport; and this will be the case no matter wh1ch of the 

contestants suffers defeat. 

It is believed that the oresent conflict is in reality a 

battle of transport. 

The absolute necessity then of constantly forwarding re-

cruits, supplies, and munitions of :•ar and of withdrawing the 

sick and wounded, and broken materiel, is as great as the ex-

ist=Unee of the army itself. To accomnlish these ends the 

staunchest means, the most direct and siule system, and the 

most careful organization,coupled with energetic action and 

keen eye for looking into the future, are essential. 

,o have followed the army, its materiel and suoplies, and 

had a glance at this canner in whieh this function is aerforned 

upon the water, and again over the great systems of our rail-



roads reaching to the limits of our seacoast and frontier in 

every direction. 

II. 

TH FINAL GAP. 

The final gap, hov;ev r, between the temporary depots and 

the army itself will alv:ays be closed by neon; of land trans-

portation; either by wheeled vehicles, wagons or carts, or by 

rack animals of one variety or another - in our service chiefly 

by mules, or, as in the East, by use of coolie bearers. 

The details of the operation of the ocean transport service 

wall necessarily be left to those familiar with steam vessels; 

the details of operating the railroads and care of the railway 

equipment will be left to those versed in railway matters; in-

structions and ord .rs emanating from military authority on these 

classes of service will be of such character as ::ill supplement 

the operation of the vessel or the read, and furnish a means of 

arriving at a full and definite understanding of the ends to be 

attained, and the manner and means of attaining them without 

friction and by the most direct methods, and cannot enter into 

the details of a service which is a class of its own. Vhen, 

however, it becomes a matter of land transncrtation by wagons or 

pack trains, a subject is reached which it is believed the 

American army has solved more coTMnletely than any other service 

in the world. 
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III. 

RCPLS, LRIIGES ANL TRAILS. 

On the Continent of Europe military operations overland will 

be carried forward alcnR roll mode roads as r. rule, and com-

nara.tivoly little difficulty will be experienced on account of 

those. 

In this country, however, no matter where the onorations 

are carried forward the roads will be at best indifferent, end 

from that to exceedingly bad or to those that are nrectically 

impassablo in bud weather. 

It not only becomes the business of the Dec~artmont to or-

gani c and operate the trains but to build and repair roads, 

and to keep the bridges in condition for crossing streams and 

r•ivrs. x:11 the dovices of road and bridge building are em-

ployed to accomplish this purpose. The most difficult road 

is that through a marsh or slough and the f svorlte method of 

treating it is by laying corduroy, I. e. n)acin:F- the bodies of 

small sapling; across the road. They are held in position by 

moans of stringers, which in turn are held in place by being 

pinned to the saplings. Brush may underlay the corduroy and 

other 'brushwocd may be placed on ton and covered with earth. 

In the march of Cherran's Army to the sea many days' march in 

successsion were provided for in this manner. The tfr;e was al-

ways insufficient to do more than to provide for temporary means 

of progress. 



Bridges may be built or repaired by the means to be found. 

on the ground, or as has in some instances occurred, they may be 

sent complete from the base. 

The bridge train of the engineer troops will afford an 

ir_tn dirste means of crossing a _st.reamcr ravine and of temporarily 

clo >ing a gap in a broken bridge. Its legitimate use, hov gi ver, 

is to rove forward with the army and increase its mobility. 

Therefore upon the line of communicates bridges of a more 

perran4ent character will take its place. 

For the satisfactory building and repair of roads and 

bridges a special service will be required. This service has 

usually been organized from civilians under military supervision, 

as the occasion in war has arisen. 

Iv. 

MEANE OF TRANSPORT - ANIMALE. 

(a) THI MLLE. - The principal motive power upon which the 

army depends for the transport of its stores, supplies, and 

moni t ions of war in active camas gn is the mule. And a more 

reliable, trustworthy animal for the purpose does not exist. 

In pease times these animals are purchased under contract after 

due advertisement and according to specifications which read as 

follows: 

".ales purchased for the Army by the xarter- aster's De-

partment should conform to the following conditions: They 
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should be strong, comnact, sound, end kind; they should be free 

from defects in every narticul: r; four to nine years old, 850 

to 1200 hounds in weight, fourteen to sixteen hands high end 

suitable in all r snects for the tranenortation service of the 

Array. If for draft purposes, they will be well broken to 

harness; puck mules need not be broken, and may be not less than 

thirteen and half hands high, if otherwise suitable." 

inimals fulfilling these specifications will be very 

perfect for the accomnlishment of the purposes for which they 

are purchased. The great advantages nossessed by the mule 

over other animals used for similar nurnoses, are his great en—

durance, his cFnacity for hard cork, on scant rations, his 

great recuperative nor-ers, his auicr: response to fair treat- ent, 

his suscentibility to thorough training, and his willingness to 

always do his boat. A team o£ mules will keen their load 

moving for hour after hour until one vroul d think them ready to 

drop from exhaustion, and then if token from their harness, 

given a nibble of grass or brush, and an onnortunity to roll 

oven .nd over, they can be nut back in the harness and will move 

off almost as fresh as in the be<'inning of their journey. 

(b) aciwE . — he use of the horse for drought ournosea in 

cur service is confined alrost exclusively to the artillery 

arm in furnishing draught tower for the guns and caiss"ns. They 

are quicker in action, less likely to be starneded under fire, 

but they rewire more careful attention and more forage than the 
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mule. They are never now used for militery drau^'ht p'arposcs, 

othen than those above indicated. 

(c) OXEN. -- Formerly oxen were in great favor in our 

service for draught animals. They were esDecially used in the 

great supply trains that crossed the p1a1ns to our frontier 

pests one or to generations ago. In those days there was 

at~ple grass to be found along the trails, and in the neighbor-

hood of the watering and camping nir.ces. These animals liv s 

who113° on grass gathered along the trails, and were therefore 

valuable on account of their low ration bill; as the grass grew 

scant they were gradually forced our of their occupation, and have 

now given way to the mule. They are very slow, raking not mere 

than two or two and a half miles per hour. They were largely 

used in the Boer =Tar in south Africa when they were yoken in 

teams of thirty -t; -o animals, and hauled one principal wagon and 

two or three trailers. 

(d) CARABAO. - The carabao was much used in the sun*,ly 

trains in the Philippine Islands before an armle amount of 

transportLtion and sufficient number of mules had been sent out 

from the United Mates. 

These animals giver. . very slow, from 1-1/v to < miles per 

hour being their maximum speed on good roads, and about five 

miles per day being their limit. They were attached to to 

native two-wheel cart; and possessed the advantage of being 
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easily cared for as they could live wholly upon the country. 

They possessed the disadvantage of having but little endurance, 

it is necessary to unyoke them every three or four hours and. 

give them an opportunity to callow in the read and water, to re-

fresh themselves; and if no water is to be had in which to 

wallow, mud and water must be 'thrown over their bodies. If 

not treated in this manner they become crazed and incapable of 

being restrained will plunge madly through the jungle, until 

death ensues. As an illustration of the adaptability to local 

conditions, Captain Sawtelie relates an incident of these animals 

having been used as pack animals and loaded with ammunition; 

when crossing a stream they were completely submerged for 

several minutes, but continued in motion and reappeared on the 

opposite bank apparently improved in temper by their experience. 

The skin of the ccraba.o, however, is too tender to permit their 

being used habitually as pack animals. 

(e) CCGLIES. - Chinese bearers were used for a time in 

the Philippines, and at one time were attached to companies. 

Colonel C. P. °tiller has the following to say of them: 

"Four coolies for each company were allowed. Luring 

action, these men were of great use in carrying off the dead and 

wounded, and in bringing un ammunition, and, considering their 

class and small pay, showed commendable courage in their work. 

'yhile they would hug the ground and shake with fear during an 
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action, when ordered forward for work which they recognized as 

theirs, with rare exceptions were up and off, intent upon their 

duties; their fear forgotten. When the active campaigning with 

large bodies of troops was over there was a tendency in the com-

panies tc require these 'Chinos' to do all the dirty work about 

the kitchen and camp, handle all supplies, etc., th s tending 

to make the men think they could be called upon to do nothing 

but march and fight. Hence it was then thought best by the 

.iajor General Commanding to discharge all Chinos with coin-

panics." 

Especially good results followed from the use of these 

men at hospitals. In the advance on Pekin coolies were very 

largely used both as laborers and wharf men, and for pack 

Durnoses. 

Vhen used as a means of transport or for any other purpose, 

they should be organized as carefully as one would organize a 

pack train or wagon train. Gangs should not number above twenty 

as that is the number that one man can properly overlook. One 

man, a superintendent, can then supervise four or five of 

these gangs. An officer will find it practicable to direct 

the operations of five or six such units, i. e. a total of five 

or six hundred men. 

(f) DOGS AND SLEDGES. - Dogs are used in the Arctic regions 

both as pack animals and draught snirsls, principally for drawing 
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sledges. And without this valuable ^ens of transport those 

regions would be wholly uninhabitable. f:ules are also packed 

in this region when the trails Can be proper broken. 

(g) ;,':ANS US B BY OTHER NATION - The :nglish make much 

use of camels and elephants in their Indian and African service. 

The elephant is used both as a pack and draught animal. The 

Japanese in addition to an army of coolie carriers make use 

of a light strong cart ordinarily drawn by a pony led by a man. 

This cart is frequently used as a hand cart, and can, if oc-

casion require, be picked up with its load and carried over 

rough places by a number of wren; a very useful feature in 

the present campaign if r000rts are to be believed. Another 

simple means of transportation said to be used by the Japanese 

in the present camnaIgn is the mud sledge, which it is said is 

made use of in the transportation of their artillery, and has 

rendered it possibly: for them to reach their present positions 

with their guns. 

V. 

L ANS OF TRANSPORT - MATERIEL. 

( a ) THE ARMY WAGON. - Long before the outbrea`r of the Civil 

tiVar the six-mule army wagon had demonstrated its serviceability 

and utility in the transportation of supplies and munitions 

of was for the army to the remote stations on the frontier. This 

wagon was found to be alike suitable for service on rough mountain 
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roads, the sandy plains, and in crossing the shifting and un-

certain beds of v.estern rivers. This wagon was used throughout 

trio Civil ',:ar for heavy transport and it still in use in our 

Army for like service; and it is n^t believed that for the ser-

vices to~hich it is !3ut there is any vehicle superior to it. 

It has been criticised for various reasons and improvements, 

so called, have been attempted but usually to discover after 

trial that the improvement has resulted in destroying some es-

sential feature. Certainly no pattern that is used by any 

other army in the world would equally meet our reaui rements. 

it is strong, capacious, easily repaired and its parts arc 

interchangeable, so that no matt r what accident may happen the 

wagon can be promptly placed in a state of serviceability by the 

addition of spare parts which are always carried with the 

train. If additional repairs are necessary the traveling forge 

will accomplish them when the train narks for the night. The 

harness Is eoually strong and simple. Its load will be from 

3,000 to 4,000 pounds, according to the character of the roads 

aruJ the necessities for raBid communication. 

(b) THE ESCORT WAGON. - The escort wagon is lighter in its 

construction, is drawn by four mules, and carries a load of from 

2,000 to 3,000 pounds, according to the character of th roads 

and other conditions. phis vehicle has grown into great 

popularity during the war with Spain and subrequent thereto, 
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especially in the Philippine Islands, where it has been given a 

most thorough test. When seen in China by the troops of other 

nations, rigged with four mules, guided by a single driver, al-

ways at the heels of the advancing troops, redy to supply them 

with camp necessities, and even luxuries, it was looked upon 

by foreigners as something amazing. And when they were told that 

this was our light form of vehicle and that a heavier one drawn 

by six animals, driven by a single teamster, was used for the 

heavier classes of service they listened with politeness but 

with very evident incredulity. The four -mule wagon as 

recently modified, with broad tire, wooden wheel, reinforced 

body, flaring sideboards, and other minor :improvements that give 

the full capacity of the bed for carryinc' the load, and with 

stores put up in convenient packages for comnietely and solidly 

loading the ned of the wagon, is believed to be almost perfect for 

military nurnoses on fair roads. it is not considered necessary 

to further discuss the classes of wagons provided by the Quar-

termaster's Department, further than to state that it is the 

experience of more than a generation that the six-mule army wagon 

for hard rough work, has met all the requirements of the most 

sever; camnaigns ever engaged in by an army; and that the new 

four-rule wagon for active onerations and quick work i 

superior to any similar transport known to any service. These 

wagons can properly be referred to under the head of supply 
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wagons. iho two classes of vehicles here described are those 

upon which the arrly will almost wholly depend for forwarding 

supplies and stores from the termincl railroad station, or 

wharves, and distributing them to the troops. The six -mule wegon 

will be used on the lines of cor nunications and the four-rule 

wagon for regimental transnort with the troops. Any incresse 

in the variety of wagons for transnort service should not be 

thought of, owing not only to the perfection of those nor in 

use, but also to the difficulties always encountered in supply-

ing spare parts to a multiplicity of carieties of wagons, even 

though differing very slightly. This was markedly exemplified 

during the Snanish-A erican war, when it was necessary to 

procure practically at a moment's notice all vehicles approximate-

ly suitable for the pur?~ose, that there w_re on the r r' et. 

Even expert wagon men weTo greatly confused in assorting at 

depots the various snare parts, and requisitions coming in were 

almost never sufficiently precise in their descriptions to 

enable intelligent compliance. 

( c ) SFECI ?:L VaHICLS. —

1. For use at posts rule carts and small hand carts are 

provided. These, however, are never taken into the field. Also 

water wagons, sanitary carts, and other necessary means are 

furnished for post purposes. 



for hospital uses there is provided the ambulances 

equipped with stretchers for carrying the sick and wounded; also 

a form of travois is used for this vurnore. 

3. The SinnE.l Corps is equipped with special wagons to 

a.ccor~.plish the needs of that service. They consist of wire 

wagons, spar wagons, balloon wagons, dispatch wagons, etc. 

4. The engineer Corns is provided with a special transport 

of pontoon wagons, chess wagons, scar wagons, tool wagons, etc. 

In addition to these speci?l wagons it is necessary to furnish 

supply wagons to these special corns for providing extra forage, 

rations and other supplies. 

wagons of other armies in addition to those named also pro-

vide in some cases for special wagons to be used as the cormany 

kitchens, the bakery, soup cart, etc.; also a special cart is 

used in some cases for sunpl of E_mmunition. 

r TrA CTIcN NGINES. - Many military writers on the subject 

of transnortntion in foreign armies highly commend the use of 

traction engines, sn autcmobiles. Our own observers in the 

South African ccm signs urgently recommend the use of automobiles 

and mechanical traction instead of herds of slow draft animals 

which require food and rest. In an official retort it is Stated 

that "In Natal traction engines are used with the moving army 

en all kinds of roads, crossing drifts in low water without 

difficulty. I believe (the report says) traction engines, 

automobiles, and portable railways to be the most essential part 
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of the transport equipment of an army." Our limited experience 

does not support this view. V`e have made but a single exp,ri—

went :with traction engines, over a road recommended as suitable 

by the manufacturer. The engine used was of the gasoline 

automobile track variety, and the exnerirent was made in the 

vicinity of Fort ?inggold, Texas. The machine was put together 

and oc :rate d by an expert sent for the nurcose. Although un—

loaded it stalled at less than thirty yards from the railway 

station, where it started., and there remained defying all efforts 

to induce it to proceed, throwing up earth and. filling the 

machinery with sand and dirt, it was finally hauled to the 

station and shipped by rail to Ve t Point, ,:here it was given 

further trial on the excellent roads of that cost. It v:cs found 

to op:.ratU satisfactorily on the level, and over slight grads, 

but the stiff grades leading from the river it was unable to 

ascend. In audition, a vehicle of this character would be 

impracticable of use in naTsing deep fords, muddy places, and 

weakly constructed culverts and bridges, such a abound on our 

country roads. 

It is not understood under these circumstances how traction 

engines or automobile trucks can osstbly be made the chief 

reliance of •an army. The electric wagon must obviously be 

excluded as facilities will not exist for its recharging. The 

steam machine can only be used under favorable circusstances, 

viz: 



3. where thy° water is Pure and will not cause deterioration 

in the boilers. 

2. i.here the gradients are not too great, the rood bed 

good, the culverts and bridges strong, and where muddy and 

marshy stretches of road can be avcided. 

In military operations in thi country these favorable 

conditions are only occasionally met with. Undoubtedly if along 

the lines of communications, such conditions exist, suitable 

use will be made of try ction engines and automobile trucks. 

The main reliance of the am-y, however, between terminal sta-

tion and the front, will always be upon animal transport. 

VI. 

ORGANIZATION OF FIELD TRANSPORT. 

The transport of supplies and materiel for our army in 

they field, exclusive of that carried by the special vehicles of 

the staff corps and of that which the soldier carries with him 

for immediate use, is accomplished normally by the four and six 

mule wagons with such auxiliary transport as may from time to 

time be hired or chartered under the nres~ure of special condi-

tions. It has always been our policy in active campaigns to rake 

use of purely- military transport in contact ,with the troops and 

if necessary to employ auxiliary transport on the lines of 

coramunications and at remote points. 

Pace trains are only used under circumstances when it it 
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impossible to orers tc_ wheel vehicle- over very rough ground, 

mountain trails and through marshy grcunr imoassa.ble for wheels. 

In the consideration of the method of organization, so ss 

to produce the best results, the v-heel trenanortation pro-

vided for an army falls naturally into three general divisions: 

1.. The baggage v:a-ns att ched. to reg~vents and other 

organizations, which carry the baggage of the troops to which 

they are attached, and only sufficient supplies of ecmr.issarios 

and ammunition for immediate use. Usually one ambulance 

is also att'ch=ed. This Fill be call: -d regimental transport. 

2. The supply trains that march v:ith the army, and which 

may be organized as brigade, division or corps trains, to 

curry the supplies and materiel needed by the army, and 

periodically distribute them. `i is class of transport will 

be called the divisional supply trsin, no r3Ptter whether it 

follows a corps, a division, a brigade, a re dment or an inde-

pendent detachment operating alone. 

3. The general supply trains which operate along the lines 

of communications and forward the supnli~s from the depot, or 

terminal rail station, which will always be a tennorary depot, 

to the advance o' flying depot, where they can be reached by the 

divisional surely trains operating with the err}y. his class 

of transport will be called general supply trains. 

'ihe usual organization for the supply trains will be by 
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division. The general repair shops for the field should also 

be by division, with a minor shop with each brigade. The 

division shops should carry a full supply of snare parts, 

together with means of repairing all breaks. 

i'ools, of course, will b carried for repair of woodwork, 

iron work, and harness, and employees to effect the repairs will 

constitute a portion of the personnel. 

ihere will also be a well ecuipped repair shop at the 

t. rminal rail station for effecting rernairs for the general 

supply trains and if the line of comzu.nications is long 

intermediate; shots will be established for the sere nurno.~e. 

The duties of these three classes of transport are fixed 

and definite and provide for the eompite mobility of the army, 

with the least confusion and the greatest certainty and expedi-

tion. 

The r,gimental transport marches ri th the army and carries 

such impedimenta and stores as arc 

night; this will include such camp 

ink; utensils and rations as may be 

reouired in making camp at 

eouipage, baggage and cook-

authorized by proper au-

thority, and, under certain circumstances, an additional surnrly 

of ammunition. 

+he divisional supply trains will march in rear of the army 

or organi sation to which ettached in the order directed by the 

commanding general, and in general at the distances Prescribed 
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by the same authority. They wit 1 constitute the flying depot 

and will conform to the movements of the army, and serve the 

regimental trains with the store^, supplies, ammunition, etc., 

according to the orders of the co~rsncnding general, and will 

carry the surplus ammunition to be distributed on the eve 

of and during the battle. 

The general supply trains will operate along the lines 

of com*:unicatione carrying forward the supplies and materiel 

from the temporary depot at the terminal station to the dvanee 

depot, where they are transferred to the divisional supply 

trains which place them in the hands of the regimental trains 

for distribution to the troops. 

The foregoing is a descrtrtion o^ the method of supplying 

an army on the march. Under such conditions, only so many 

of the loads of the divisional supply train nil be delivered to 

the regimental train as the latter can carry for the ensuing 

day. Similarly the general supply column will deliver only what 

can be carried by the divisional trains. If necessary the loca-

ed general supply trains may temporarily join the divisional sup-

ply columns until their loads are required. 

If the army halts in a position secure from attack, the 

general supply trains and the divisional supply trains may 

perform one service, that of general supply, and advance depots 

may be established in the vicinity of the troops within re ch 



of the regimental trensort. This arrangement divides the work 

equally and gives all transport concerned an opportunity to 

rest. 

It may be that the troops will be encamped in the im-

mediate vicinity of the rail station, when the functions of 

both general supply and divisional supply may disappear. 

Again, in the event of a detached organisation on an in-

dependent exp>diti.on,as for example, a raid for a definite 

period of time, it will be necessary to allot so reach of the 

divisional or general supply transport to the exp✓dition as 

will be necessary to carry the supplies for the entire period, 

unless other provision is made for the sunnly of the detach-

ment. 

Again, upon the change of the terminal station and estab-

lishment of a new temporary depot, or the establishment of a new 

base the entire transport will for the time being conform 

to the movements of the army. 

A•ll of these cases, however, are apparent modifications 

of the one proposed wherein the three lines of transport are 

provided; and on the other hand, circumstances can easily be 

conceived when an additional line would seemingly be desirable. 

yet for the maximum of nobility, with the minimum of confusion 

and friction, the three lines are necessary. The responsibilities 

of each class are fixed and definite, and there can be no excuse 

for failure. 
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( a ) M3GAGE WAGONS Cie RE3IWENTAL TRAINS. - The regimental 

train for infantry- under our revised regulation consists of 

17 escort v:agons, 3 ammunition wagons, and 1 ambulance. This 

allows for 650 pounds for tentage, 250 pounds for officers' 

baggage, 350 pounds for cooking utensils, with two days' rations, 

and grain for the animals; ,iving a load of about 2,300 rounds. 

i7'ith beef on the hoof, no tentage, scant vegetables, one escort 

loaded will supply a company for ten days. The provision for a 

cavalry regiment is 29 escort wagons, and 1 ambulance. For a 

battery of artillery 3 escort wagons. Those figures whilst they 

are given in the regulations, may be increased or diminished ac-

cording to circumstances, an increase being permitted, however, 

only under authority of the Secretary of Var. The conditions 

of service vary so greatly that it will almost always be 

necessary for the commanding general of an expeditionary force, 

a separate army, or an independent organization, to fix the ci-

lot nce of baggage and transportation for the occasion. 

It is believed that the regulation allowance above cited 

will be, as a rule, in excess of the needs of the regiment in 

active operations; and when the command is large will be more 

than be kept with the reg;.ment without unduly hammering the free 

movement of its own and other troops. The obect of the regi-

mental train is to provide for carrying everything that will be 

immediately needed on going into camp, and preceding an action. 
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The regimental train may be called the first line. 

(b) DIVISIONAL SUPPLY TRAINS. — The second line ould be 

the divisional supply column, which will carry the necessary 

rations, forage, ammunition and other su.?nlies for the early 

needs of the command. 

LLUiyllIGN CCLU:.:N. - `The supplies and materiel carried 

in the divisional supply trains will not include what is known 

as the reserve supply of ammunition, which will be carried in € 

senarate ammunition column, attached to the divisional supply 

train, and which will not be distributed except on the eve of act-

ion. This train will be under the command of an offi er who 

will keep in constant communication ;';ith the chief of artillery. 

During an engagement ho ;--ill maintain a conspicuous place with 

his train, carrying a designating flag in order that he may 

be readily located. All int~re ted command rs should be notified 

of this location. 

The divisional trains will consist of such number of 

teams and :agons as will be necessary to carry the reserve sup-

ply of ammunition, rations for not less than three days, 

division hospital equipment, the ambulances of the divisional 

ambulance companies, etc. 

This number will. v ry with the conditions of the campaign 

and with the size and composition of the command. 



( e ) GLi RLL SUPPLY TRAINS. - The general sutply trains will 

consist of such numbers of tears and we eons and ambulances c 

may be necessary to carry forward to the division trains the 

sup^liec required and to return to the base the sick and 

disabled. 

ti'II. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE 1PJ.IN. 

The most satisfactory and most mobile organization for 

wagon trains in our service is as follows: 

For each train: 

9 
27 wagons and teamsters, 

1 ;vagonma.ster, 
4 assistant wu.gonma;ters, 
1 c-atChman, 
1 cook, 
1 extra teamster. 

k.hera trains operate separately a blacksmith-farrier v ill 

be added to the personnel. 

:here a number of trains operate together, they will be 

under the general supervision and control of a trainrnaster, 

who will be responsible, under the orders of the euartermaster, 

for their conduct and oncration. 

This organization of the train gives a unit which is suit-

able, with a slight r,.eductIon, for the full field service of a 

rsgiment of infantry, and ample for carrying the necessary 

equipago and supplies on a march of ten days duration:. It is 

susceptible of being divided into minor units of three tarts, 
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each one of whi cn can be assigned, if desired, to a battalion 

when operating independently, and each one of which will have 

a v;agonrnaster, or assistant wagonriaster, in charge. The number 

of wagons to each train can be increased or reduced if tempo-

rarily desired, without destroying the organization and in-

tegrity of the train. In the increased condition the train 

can be subdivided into three sections for use according to local 

needs and constantly changing conditions. 

VIII. 

OPERATION CF TRfINS. 

EXALPL i CI CUBA. 

In a large general corral established in Havana in 1^ )~' 

for the transportation of supplies and materiel from the wharves 

and depots in Havana, to the troops of to 7th Armor Corps, 

and other organizations in and about the city of Havana, an 

organization similar to that above mentioned was in effect. 

Ibis corral was made up of eleven wagon trains, each 

organized practically as above outlined. In the organization of 

a body of tranenortation of such ^t:jnitude it was necessary to 

employ a system as cnnnlote as that which regulates the organiza-

tion of a regiment. 

The wagons were numbered consecutively from one up, extent 

that all wagons in excess of 25 in each train took the con-

secutive letters o$' the alphabet, i. e. 25 A, 25 B, 50 A, etc. 
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If trains were reduced below twenty-five the vacant numbers were 

omitted. This method simplified identification of any ws:gon, 

team, or driver, and at the same time provided an easy means or 

desinatin trains Tich wore called train twenty-five, train 

one hundred and fifty, etc., usin- the highest number in 

the train. If the trains were loaded with mixed suuplies the 

corros-ionding wagons were always loaded with the same cla70's 

of supplies, e. g. one to ten, twenty-six to thirty-four, etc., 

with comrissar~es. The next ten with ammunition; the lettered 

wagons with fora,?e, etc. 

The regimental trains should be numbered an mr.rl:ed with the 

designation of the regiment. 

The corral, and all the personnel, supplies and materiel 

connected therewith, as r~ell as the operation of the trains, 

v: . re controlled by a superintendent of corrals, who was intrusted 

vith the iminediate administration of the service. His working 

staff consisted of: 

1st. J corral raster, responsible for the orderly r-

rangement of the corral, and for the discipline and general 

arrangement and management of the animal_ s and men of the trains 

while within its limits. In addition to these duties the corral 

master had charge of the men's mess. 

2d. A superintendent of transnortotion was in charge of the 

outside work of the trains. He had gen:ral supervision over all 

teams at work, and was responsible for their performance of the 
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required duty with the greatest possible degree of efficiency, 

and that the wagon masters and assistant wcgonmasters understood 

and carried out their orders and maintained nroner disc1r1ine 

within their trains. He was also responsible for the operation, 

equipment and efficiency of all trains. 

In each train the wagonmaster was responsible for its con-

dition, discipline and operations? he had for his assistants 

two assistant wagonmasters to whom he could delegate certain 

portions of his duties. Each teamster was made responsible 

for the condition of his team and wagon, and its equipment, and 

for all property placed in his possession, and supplies entrusted 

to him for transportation. Each teamster, as his wagon was 

loaded, received a dray ticket for which he was responsible to 

his wagonmacter. The latter in turn was charged with there 

tickets receI.pted upon delivery of the load, and finally de-

positing theft with the chinning clerk. 

3d. The foragema^ter was responsible upon signed receipts 

for all forage brought to the corral, for its issue, and for 

its proper reading. 

4th. r superintendent of shams directed the work of re-

pairs of the' blacksmith's, wheelwright's, saddler's, painter's 

and other shops, and within each of these shops there was a 

foreman who was wholly responsible for the character of work 

performed, 



5th. A foreman of laborers was made riesnonsibl e for the 

unskilled labor. 

6th. A property clerk kept the individual property account 

of each employee, and for all property in the corral and trains, 

for which the quartermaster was responsible. This employee 
a 

was required to give~property.cl~arance slip before payment 

was made to discharged employees. he also made requisitions 

for supplies and materials required for repairs, and kept the 

storehouse record of all nroverty required for, expended, and 

on hand, within the corrals. =ach of these employees had well 

defined duties to perform, and no :conflict of authority could 

arise. 

These wagon trains, onera_ting over a distance of eleven or 

twelve riles of rough road, were able to carry a great quantity 

of supplies in a far more satisfactory manner than could be 

transported by a single line of railroad in operation on a 

parasllel line; and in its state of reduced numbers was finally 

disbanded on i ay 20, 1902, after handling many hundreds of 

millions of pounds of stores, during nearly four years of 

operations, ithout the loss of a single article, except, in the 

beginning a fe.; minor items of commissary suonlies, for which 

the teamsters responsible for the loss promptly paid the value in 

each case. 

These wagon trains were organized for the class of service 



that Fie have called general supply. They were so organized, 

however, that ti7ithout more confusion than would occur in ordering 

a company on the parade ground for a drill, they were able to 

leave the corral at a given hour, for any clan of service re-

quired, for a period of a few hours to many days or weeks, and 

with the feeling on the part of the responsible officer that 

whatever their operations might be they could be safely relied 

upon to do their work in an eftirely satisfactory manner. 

tithout doubt the best form of transport is an enlisted 

personnel, well provided with noncommissioned officers, and a 

materiel of uniform pattern 

our wars except that of the 

a civilian orsonnel in the 

The army teamster as a 

owned by the Government. Yet all 

Revolution have been fought with 

transport. 

class, whether whit: or black, 

deserves well of the fighting forces. He Is, as a rule, fearless, 

cool, d votsd to his duty, and wholly indifferent to the com-

forts of life. Long after the eami is wrapped in sleep ho is 

to be found whispering soft words of encouragement to his long-

eared friends, and providin- those small comforts that only the 

driver that is on speaking terns with his teas_ can und'rstand. 

Even his strange oaths and the blocs from his whip are accented 

as caresses. 

Thilst the army still slumbers, he is out in the raw cold 

of the morning, feeding his team, fitting his harness, and 



preparing for the work of the day. His wagon is his castle, 

and amounted on the near wheeler, or seated on the ton of his 

load, he is king in his little realm and his team his willing 

subjects. 

Ix. 

VAiUL.IION FROM THE NORMAL ORGAN  ATION 

UNDER SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES. 

It will rarely be found that the provisions of the regu-

lations for regimental transport will exactly suit the conditions 

and environment. It will in some cases be found desirable to 

increase the regimental transport at the expense of the division-

al and general transport. In other cases it will without doubt 

be found desirable to reduce the regimental transport and in-

crease the other forms, 

Darin; the Civil Viar the regimental transport varied from 

thirteen wagons in the beginning to one at the close for each 

regiment. the conditions that will influence the commanding 

general in reducing the regimental transport below the figure 

fixed by regulations or current order will be (1 ) From necessity 

by reason of inability to procure the full amount; ( ) On ac-

count of the ground taken up on the march and consequent en-

cumbering of the ground needed for movement of troons; (3) On 

account of close Proximity to the enemy and consequent danger 

of damage or capture; (4) The consideration of economy, or 
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necessity for lirAting exp°nditure for lack of means. 

As a concrete example of such adartion, and as an illus-

tration of a system capable of expansion of contraction as de-

sired, the following order was recommended in a recent camp of 

maneuver. Co much of the order was ublished as covered the 

case in point. 

X, 

G NERAL FIELD TRANCPORTATION CRD7J . 

The figures given in this order may not seem, in some 

cases, to be adequate. 

all reasonable noints of 

and pack transportation, 

:iowever, the endeavor has been to cover 

requirement, on the subject of wheel 

leaving it to special circumstances to 

determine the practicability of adopting or altering the figures 

recited, it is believed that such requirements in some 

form are essential for a mobile army. 

"Ueneral Orders. 
"No. Headquarters Provisional Division, 

"The following orders nrescribinc the means of tra.nscorta-

tion, and camp and garrison equipage for the Provisional 

Division, supersede all former orders with which they are in 
" 

Conflict. 

The subject of this order is to fully cover all noints con-

nected with the subject of organization of wheel and pack trans-

portation. 



The first paragraph of the order reads as follows: 

"1. The wagon and pack trains attached to the Division will 

be concentrated in central corrals. Those of the cavalry bri-

gade at such point near the eastern boundary of the canp as 

will be indicatd by the Chief Quartermaster of the Division. 

Those far all infantry organizations, and such other organiza-

tions as may be designated under the orders of the Division Corn-

rnazder, at a point to be indicated by the Chief cuerterraster near 

the western boundary of the camp. 

"The trains of the engine r Corns, the Signal Corns, and 

the Hospital Corns, gill be placed in caret with their respective 

organizations. 

"So much of the transportation of the artillery as may be 

required for camp use, under the approval of the Division Cor1- 

rands, will be held in the camp for that organization. The 

remainder will be placed in park in the general infantry 

corral. 

"All trains will be parked in the central corrals according 

to directions to be given by the Chief Quartermaster of the 

Livision." 

the object of providing for this means of narking the 

trains in this particular case is that the ground doer not lend 

itself acceptably to the narking of the various trains in camp 

with the organizations to which they are attached. In vier; of 

the limited amount of space, the compactness of the carne is pro-



vided for by this method of parking. In addition it is often 

found desirable to detach a curtain ar. ount of transportation 

fron the organizations in camp, and assign it to other or-

b;anizations arriving without transportation in order to 

equalize the transportation, 
while this may not seer:: accept-

able to regimental commanders in all cases, yet it is believed 

to be for the good of the whole establishment. 

the trains of the signal Corns, Engineer Corns, and 

Hospital Corns, will remain with their resnective organizations 

for the reason that this transportation is of a distinctive 

character, and mainly useful only to the organizations to which 

it is attached. 

the second paragraph of the order reads as follows: 

"2. 1"he organization of the transport service for regi-

ments, squadrons, batteries, and other organizations assembled 

in camp of maneuver will be as follows as far as possible: 

"mach regiment of infantry will have seven wagons set 

aside for its use; each squadron of cavalry will have five 

wagons set aside for its use. These wagons will be under the 

lmediate orders of the regimental or scuadron quartermasters. 

Lash battery of artillery will have two wagons set aside for its 

use. Nine wagons in excess of the regimental wagons will, be 

subject to the orders of the brigade quartermaster, forming a 

supply train for each brigade. All wagons in excess of this 
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number, remaining after allotment to brigades and regiments, 

will be subject to the orders of the Chief Quartermaster of the 

Division, and will be organized into a separate Division train 

for the service of ar. unition, comni~sary supplies, forme, and 

reserve medical supplies and equipment. In addition to this 

the Chief quartermaster will have a soDarate general supply 

train for the service of storehouses, denote, and for the ex—

ceptional services required in a camp of this character. 

"The police train of contract wagons will perform the ser—

vice of policing the kitchens. 

"Regimental transportation should be assigned for infantry 

on the march as follows: 

"One wagon to tr•o companies, and one wagon to regimental 

headquarters, field and staff. 

"For cavalry, one wagon to each troop, and one to souadron 

headquarters. 

"For artillery, tvro wagons for each battery, and one for 

battalion headquarters. 

"ior brigades operating independently, the transportation 

for brigade headquarters and ;supplies will not exceed nine 

wagons, which will be subject to the orders of the brigade qucr-

terna.ster. Regimental quartermasters will cell anon brigade 

quartermasters for any transportation needed in camp for special 

ourrnoses. Should the brigade quartermaet.r not have it available 

he should call upon the Division Quar`ermaster for such 
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transportation. Requests for transportation should not reach 

the Livision Quartermaster until all the resources of the ref-i-

rents and brigades have been exhausted." 

The object of organizing the trains in this fashion is to 

provide for an equitable distribution of 411 the transportation 

assembled and to provide at least a nucleus for all classes 

of transportation in order to exhibit the system upon which the 

transportation of the command would cperate, and the uses to 

which all is nut. The liberal allowance prcvided in general 

orders of the s ar Denartment is not available with the trans-

portation assembled. 

By the provisions of this order it is proposed that each 

regiment of infantry, squadron of cavalry, and battery of artil-

lery shall have a certain amount of transportation available for 

its immediate use in camp, and a similar amount on the march and 

in bivouac. In addition to this a certain additional amount is 

set aside under the orders of the bri ade quartermaster, who 

will be able to carry for his brigade a smell amount of stores 

in case the brigade acts separately, and he will be able to pro-

vide for its needs from these supply wagons for a limited length 

of time: or, in case a regiment is detached with instructions to 

act separately for a longer period of time, the supplies can be 

furnished by the brigade wagons ternora.rily assigned to the 

regiment. Or should a brigade take the field for a longer 

period of time than supplies can be carried by the brigade wagons, 



the division  trains may be dray;n upon to furnish suopl ementary 

transportation. 

The Division train provides for additional su~aplies for the 

Division should it take the field; and the general supply 

train provides for the keeping up of the continual forwarding 

of the supplies to points where they can be nicked up by the 

Division trains, and, in case it is desired to do so, ₹ o forward 

and substitute with the Division trains, all of which will have 

an organization similar to the organization of the general sup-

ply trains. 

this organization, it is believed, will also be found 

useful in the service of the camp, inasmuch as it provides for 

all proper camp services, all in consecutive order, in such a way 

that the service should be had without confusion; and should en 

organization find itself insufficiently supplied with transpor-

tation for any special purpose, a ready means is indicated as to 

how the difficulty may be remedied. 

Paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 read as follows: 

n.,~ For the transnortation of headquarters of the i::a jer 

General Commanding, and such officers as are attached thereto, 

such wagons and light spring wagons, saddle horses and camp 

equipage will be allotted as may be deemed necessary from time 

to time, to be assigned by the Chief cuarterm=rter at Division 

headquarters. 

"4• for the headquarters of a brigade, one escort wagon, 
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which will be part of the brigade train, two extra saddle horses 

for contingent wants, one hospital tent for the office of the 

brigade commander, one wall tent for the brigade commander, acid 

one for each officer of the brigade staff. 

f ?or a regiment of infantry, sousdron of cavalry, battery 

of artillery, and other orpanizaticns in permanent carp, the camp 

equipage will be as prescribed in existing orders. The trans-

portation for camp service will be as prescribed in paragraph 

of this order. 

"6. The allowance of baggage wagons and pack mules for 

officers when on temporary detached service will be as follows: 

b o every three officers, one pack mule; to every twelve company 

officers, one wagon, or four pack mules. This tra.nsrortation to 

be drawn from regimental or brigade transportation, or if not 

available there, application will be made to the Chief Quarter-

master of the Division. 

For camp service and for bivouac the transportation for "7 

the troops will be as follows: For each regiment of infantry, 

one wagon for every two companies, one wagon for field and staff; 

for cavalry, one wagon for each troop, one wagon for each scua.d-

ron headquarters; for artillery, two wagons for each battery, one 

wagon for headquarters artillery battalion.'" 

As it is contemplated that part or all of the command will 

be from time to time in bivouac, it is deemed desirable that the 

amount of transportation for such bivouac be prescribed, in order 
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that it may be uniform throughout the Division. 

"8. When the Division bivouacs the following will be the 

maximum amount of tentage allowed: 

"ror division and brigade headquarters, one wall tent for 

division and brigade commanders, and one for every t:^c staff 

officers. 

"`.o each full regiment of infantry, for the colonel, field 

and staff, 3 wall tents. 

"iaor all other commissioned officers, one shelter tent each. 

"For every two noncomission.d officers, privates, teamsters, 

etc., as far as they can be supr~l ied from the tentage on hand 

in the organization to which they belong, one shelter tent. All 

other tentage than the above will remain standing in camp. 

"For each cavalry squadron, one wall tent for headquarters 

and staff. Other tentage as prescribed for a regiment of in-

fantry." 

It is believed that an order should set forth with a good 

deal of preciseness what will be expected of the officers and 

organizations in the way of tentage in bivouac, and that none of 

this should be left to the discretion of the officers concerned. 

t► "I . The allowance of officers' baggage in bivouac tall be 

limited to a bedding roll, not to exceed O pounds in weight, 

and one small valise and reasonable mess kit. Th.- men going into 

bivouac will carry no baggage except blankets and shelter tents." 
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r'1 This prescribes the maximum  allowance of baggage for bivruec 

which it is believed should also be sst forth in orders. 

"10. The foregoing wagons and pack rules will include 

transportation for all personal baggage, mess- chests, cooking 

utensils, field rations for immediate use, desks, papers, etc. 

"All transportation, and camp and garrison equipage in ex-

cess of this order will be immediately reported to the Chief 

quartermaster of he Division, who will indicate the disposition 

to be made thereof. 

"The brigade supply train will, on the marc', curry the 

necessary supplies for the brigade. 

"The Division supply train will, on the march, carry they 

necessary supplies for the Division. 

"The general supply train will place the stores where they 

can be reached by the Division supply train, and, under certain 

circumstances will be interchangeable with the division supply 

train." 

The foregoing paragraph indicates the difference between what 

can properly be called baggage wagons for the regiments and 

squadrons, etc., and the supply trains which carry the supnli s 

required, such as ammunition, subsistence, forage, etc. 

"11. The division supply trains, and general supply trains 

will each uniformly consist of 27 wagons to each train; each 

wagon will be completely equipped with proper extra parts, and 

will be supplicd :with the usual necessary accompanying tools, 
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wagon cover, etc. 

" each train will be under the control of a wagonmaster, as-

sisted by two assistant wagonriasters, and will be provided with 

one extra teamster, one cook and one wa.tchntan." 

The foregoing paragraph gives, it is believed, the ideal 

wagon train organization; thoroughly effective as a whole, easily 

divisible into three effective unite if desired, equal, or 

unequal in size, and equipped in every ray for producing the 

best results for the service. 

"l . For the artillery and small arms aruT^.unition train, 

transportation will be furnish 'd as follo~'s: 

"For fifty rounds of ammunition for each piece of field 

artillery; two wagons for battery cf six guns. One hundred 

rounds per man, each for infantry and cavalry; three wagons per 

1000 men. Reserve revolver ammunition, 60 rounds per nan, for 

1000 men; one wagon lightly loaded. 

"Necessary wagons to curry this amount of a'munition will be 

provided from the division trains whenever the commanding 

general shall dir ct. 

"l . In estimating jeights to be carried on wagons and 

pack mules, they will be figured as follows: 

Vfoight of 1 field ration, 4 lbs.. 
1000 rounds ammunition, infantry and 

cavalry, 80 " 
1000 rounds ammunition, revolver, >7-1/2 lbs. 
100 rounds shrapnel, ^000 lbs. 
1 ration, grain, nub , 9 " 
1 do horse 12 " 
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"The usual load for a pack rule is 200 lbs.; under the riio^t 

favorable conditions and the greatest necessity, this may be 

increased to 250 lbs. 

"The load for an army wagon varies from 3,000 to 4,000 lbs. 

pie load for an escort wagon varies from 2,000 to 3,000 lbs., ac-

cording to the condition of the roads. 

"Commanding officers will be held resnonsible that the 

regimental baggage wagons are not overloaded• cuartermasters 

in charge of trains will be held resr~onsiblc that sunx~ly trains 

are not overloaded. Hay will not be carried on the march in 

baggage or supply rya ons." 

The two preceding paragranhs give all the data necessary for 

estimating the nur:b r of wagons renuired for the transportation 

of any desired quantity of subsistence, ammunition and forage. 

It is deemed desirable to give this in orders as it will not al-

ways be found convenient to search the ranuals for these figures. 

Figures are given in round numbers, as it may often happen that 

wagorunasters, or even teamsters, may be called upon to figure 

the weights of their loads. 

"14. For the gen rcl brigade and division aunply trains, 

to carry sufficient subsistence supplies for five days for every 

1000 men, cavalry and infantry, and short forage for the teams 

will reouire seven escort wagons. 

"To the cavalry divisions and for the artillery brigade, 

should be allowed when in active campaign, the necessary nur:ber 
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of :agons to carry the weight of forage, rations and other sun-

nibs for the period that is contemniated that it shall be in 

active operations away from depot." 

The preceding paragraph shows the number of wagons re-

quired for supplies for certain nu-rbers of troops for fixed 

periods, and provides that for cavalry, artillery and other 

organizations when detached, transportation shall be furnished 

depending upon the period for which they will be detached. 

"15. The unit of organization for the transnort tion of 

subsistence, ordncnce, and general supplies will be by division. 

The Chief Cuartermaoter of the Division will be responsible 

for the conduct and discinline of the supply trains. i3r1ga^e 

quarters stsrs will be responsible for the conduct and disci-

aline of the brigade trains. 'egiinental ruarterr sters will 

be responsible for the regimental property and baggage, and the 

trains under their charge. 

"'uarterrrasters will attend in person to the drawing of 

necessary supplies at dpots, and .ill habitually ac onnany 

their trains on the march." 

This narabraph provides for the proper conduct and discipline 

of trains. 

"1£. Commissary stores an forage Fill be transnorted in 

the supply trains and not in the regimental amid squadron baggage 

wagons, except that shish is required for immediate consumption. 

:hen the supply trains are not convenient of access and .hen 

troops act in detachments, the ucrterrnr.ster's d: nF rtment will 
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assign wagons or rack mules for the nurnose of carrying supplies 

for immediate use, but the baggage of officers or troops, or camp 

equipage, will 1 not be carried in the wagons, or on animals so 

assigned." 

This paragraph prescribes certain definite rroperty to be 

carried in baggage trains, and prohibits certain other property 

front being carried in supply trains. 

"17. The wagons allowed to a regiment or other organize-

tion will carry nothing but for and for their teams, cooking 

utensils for the Len and officers, field rations fY~ediately 

required, end authorized officers' baggage. It is contemniated 

that each baggage wagon except those of the ammunition trains, 

=i.1 carry the necessary forage for its own team for immediate 

use." 

By "rations for immediate use," is to be understood r tions 

to be used until such time as it is contemplated to draw upon 

the division supply trains accompanying the command. 

The following paragraphs are disciplinary in character. 

"18. On the Harsh, unless otherwise ordered by the Com-

manding General, the baggage train of each brigade will follow 

in the roar of the brigade except when an early engagement is 

anticipated, when all transportation, except the ammu.nition 

trains, vJll follow n the rear of the arry or will he otherwise 

disposed as th Commending General shall direct. Brigade trains 

will be under the direction of the brigade quartermaster, as-

sisted by the quartermasters of the respective rog ments crrmosing 
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the brigade, all of whom will use every effort for the preserva-

tion of the strictest order and disoinline." 

"19. Freight trains will be driven at a walk. Pny teamster 

found trotting or running his team will, besides such other pun-

ishment as may to awarded him, be fined one dollar for each 

offense. 

"Unnecessary locking of wheels i.s prohibited." 

"20. No soldier shall ride in loaded baggage wagons, nor 

in empty wagons exeent by special instr+~ctions to that effect to 

be given by proper authority." 

"22. The division supply trains will, as a general rule, 

follow the baggage trains of the troops for whom the supplies 

are intended. Chould a train be delayed by accident on the 

march it wi?1 be drawn to one side of the road Rhile those in the 

rear will close un the interval. Thenever trains or wagons for 

any reason, halt from any cause, they 'ill, as far as possible, 

be drawn to one side of the road so as to admit of free passage 

of troops, artiller,•, and other trains that may be ordered to 

the front." 

f+ rr If trains meet on the road, those advancing, towards the 

enemy will be given right of way, and those going to the rear 

will halt if there is not room to pass while in notion." 

ft '. 2. In drawing sunrlies from the derot, the officr or 

other person in charge of the train to be loaded with supplies 

will park. his train at a point to be indicated by a ronresenta.tive 
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of the Quartermaster's Department in the -vicinity of the depot, 

then report to the dcnot officer for instructions as to the 

time and manner of bringing un his train to receive the sun-

lies.'

"24. Uess for teamsters. In cases where teamsters have no 

separate mess, but mess with their orr~anisations, suitable pro-

vision will be made by commandine officers so that teamsters 

may not be delayed in Procuring their meals." 

"2g. wagons and their covers will be designated by the fol-

lowing markings on wagon bodies and wagon covers; 

"Rgimcntal baggage wagons will show the designation of the 

regiment, above or in front of oroner brigade and division de-

vice. 

"Brigade ba.zpage and sunnly wagons will bear the proper,

brigade and division device. 

"Division wagons will hear the divi^i^n device, and the 

wagons na1 ing un the division supply trains will bear the device 

of the .-upnly department to which they nerta ln, in addition to 

the division device. In addition the ammunition train will show 

in colored and horizontal bands six inches ride, in light blue, 

red or yellow, whether the ammunition carried is for infantry, 

artillery or cavalry. 

"The wagons pertaining to the hosnitci service will bear 

the device of that service, in addition to the device of the 

division. The signal corns and engineer corns v corIa viii be 
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similarly marked. 

"ri'he d vices for marking wagons wfl be as follows: 

"*nor the division, a red "n" except the cavalry brigade 

wagons which will bear a yellow "n". 

"The infantry brigades will be shorn by black numerals, 

1 
'` , 

.,1 

, 
' i- 

• 

"The artillery brigades by crossed guns and notation of the 

battery." 

The object of the preceding paragraph is apparent. It is 

the intention to provide all wagons with distinctive markings 

whih can be placed upon the sides of the wagons and covers, 

so that each wagon can be at a glance identified, and the charac-

ter of its supplies known. 

"2E6. In order that actin; avartermasters may receive as full 

benefit as possible from the Putumn .;'aneuvcrs the troops, when in 

bivouac, will be supplied with rood and forage from the vicinity 

of the bivouac as far as possible. 

"^uarterma.sters and acting quartermasters should supply 

themselves with the necessary blank forms to enable them to ren-

der the prover accounts which will be paid by the Chief cuarter-

master." 

".`7. The foregoing order is hypothetical and prescribes the 

provisions that vould be made uncer ideal conditions to enable 

brig ades, and lesser organi zctions of the .:aneuver '_ ivision, to 

operate independently. So much of its provisions as may be 
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deemed impracticable vii]. be held in abeyance." 

It is not to be supposed that in a camp of maneuver all 

of the provisions of the fcregoing order can be carried out, 

nor is it contemplates: that they shall. It is desirable, how—

ever, to exhibit the order as complete as practicable, that such 

variations be made from it as may be necessary under special 

conditions and requirements. 

It is interesting to note in passing that the provisions 

of this ord r allot something less than one-fr~urth the amount of 

transportation to each regiment than was allowed in the first 

general transportation order of the Revolutionary Var. 

XI. 

R .LA r. ON BTVEN I1 P =D I: TIA 

AI TI'tANSPOI T. 

It is essential that the young officers of the army, and 

those not already familiar v,:ith camnaigning, be educated to 

full understanding of the difference between the comforts to be 

expected in a permanent garrison or cantonment, a more or less 

permanent camp, and a bivouac, in vhich the army is stripped 

and ready for immediate service on the firing line, and the 

still further stripping of the army for service actually on the 

firing line itself. 

The troops should pass from one of these situations to 

another freely, and Jthout the embarrassment of carrying 
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superfluous equipage and property of any character. In leaving 

the camp or garrison for active_ field service the baggage should 

be cut down to the forest practicable amount, and all that is 

superfluous should be left behind, either under pronor guard or 

turned into depot. It Is believed that the r11owancc of 

tentage, baggage and transnortati ozn for earn and bivouac, ind i -

cattd in the or000sod order is a. libcraI one. All of this 

baggage, extent that 

again be left behind 

the firing lane, and 

carried on the r.crsons of the non, s ill 

when 

will 

the fighting is over, and 

It is to be noted in 

the troops take actual engagement on 

only be advanced to the troops after 

results have been produced. 

this connection that the earliest 

transportation orders issued to our armies during the Civil -ar 

provided froii 10 to 13 wagons per regiment. In the last trana-

portation order issued to the Army o" the Vest, which solved 

problems of transportation that had never been known in the 

armies of civilized nations in the world before, the allowance 

for the baggage was one six-mule wagon to each regiment. A simi-

lar amount of transnortation was allowed to the Army of the 

Potomac in its final advance to Appomattox. The totnl number 

of wagons, however, ncr thousand men, including the brigade, 

division, corns, 

in the beginning 

per thousand men 

and army su^ply trains, was almost as grant as 

of the war, namely: about from 34 to 37 wagons 

in the western f rmy, and 22 per thousand Men 

in the Amy of the Potomac. 
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General Ingalls, Chief Quartermaster of the Army of the 

Potomac, reported that on the 1st of July, 1062, after the seven 

days' battle before Richmond, his transportation was forty 

wagons per thousand men, After Antietam the number was 49 per 

thousand men. 

General atcheidtir, Chief Quartermaster of the Prey of the 

Potomac, reported that in the Apx~omattox campaign there were 22 

wagons per thousand men. 

in the past, when difficulties have arisen with the trans-

portation service, the fault has not been wholly with the de-

partment furnishing that service. The line itself has not always 

been reasonable in its demands. 

As an illustration of the relative amount of baggage con-

sidered necessary for the use of the troops in a nermanent 

camp, and that to be taken by them when moving forward from the 

permanent camp towards the point of active oper<etions, as well as 

its effect upon the mobility of the troops the movement of the 

army from the camps of concentration in and about Port Tampa, 

Florida, via Port lampe to Santiago, Cuba, will be a most 

pertinent one as it is fresh in the minds of all persons inter-

ested in military affairs. 

It will be remembered that twenty-five escort wagons had 

been designated by orders from the t ar Department as an allowance 

of transportation for a regiment of infantry in the field. 

Colonel Bellinger, the Depot Quartermaster at Tampa, in 
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speaking on this subject, says: 

"During the movement of the troops from their camps in and 

about Tampa to Port `amps, ;.here they were to embark upon the 

transports, in order to save time by avoiding the necessity of 

carefully storing the baggage in the cars for the short trip of 

nine miles, an av rage of from seven to eight box cars were 

allotted to each regiment for the transporting of the company and 

regimental baggage. 

"So little was the problem of transportation spnreciated by 

some of these troops that in one case a regiment whose strength 

was lees than seven hundred men, used fourteen box cars to take 

its baggage from Tampa to Port iarma, and in no case did any 

regiment confine itself to the baggage which its allowance of 

wagons could have hauled on the march. 

"It will be readily seen that the taking of this large 

amount of baggage reacted in every conceivable way against the 

efficiency of the troops and against their nersonel comfort. 

"1. by impeding; their entraining. 

It r, 1y preventing the running of the trains from Tampa 

to Port Tampa on the schedule arranged for the movement. 

ft a 
~r By impeding the detraining of the troop^ at Port Tampa. 

"4. By impeding the embarkation of the troins on the 

transports. 

ft i^ 
V" . By rendering it absolutely impossible to unload this 

baggage at Santiago or to have moved it forward had it been 
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unloaded. Nor would any e have been made of a great deal of 

it, had it been practicable to get it up to the troops. 

"A great deal of this baggage remained in the holds of the 

transports and was returned to the United states without ever 

leaving the vessels. 

"Besides the superfluous and unnecessary amount of property 

taken by the troops to CLha, large quantities of personal, as 

well as regimental property were left by the troops in their 

permanent camps at Tampa. 

"Had a systematized policy maintained regarding the amount 

of property to be used in their permanent camps by the ofr'icers 

and men, and in makinF> the movement had a systematized and very 

much reduced amount of baggage been decided upon for the troops 

to curry ferT°::ard with then, much less of time and property, as 

well as just and unjust criticism of the military authorities, 

would have been avoided." 

As a rule it will be no part of the duty of the quartermaster 

to prescribe :hat shall and t1hct shall not be transported; that 

is the province of the Commanding General. he quartermaster 

v:ill merely indicate what quantities can be tra.nsnorted by the 

means at hand. 

'hen an engagement is imminent the most important element 

to be carried is the ar"unition - after that, the hospital sup-

plies, and aft=er those, the rations. At this juncture both the 

hospital supplies and rations should be simplified as m.uch as 
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possible - it is impossible to provide the sar^e comforts for 

the sick and wounded at the front as can be found at the base 

hospital. These things should be simple, effective, and easy of 

transportation. 

The same is true of the ration. The si~nler and lighter 

at this juncture, the more certain it is to reach the men Prompt-

ly. It is believed that the certainty of having hard tack, 

bacon and coffee in hand will more than make up for the knowledge 

that a more elaborate menu exists somewhere in the rear if it 

could only be brought up. It is well enough to bring re-

frigerated beef on the firing; line, »hen it 

is certainly a great treat for the men; but 

it, would be a useless tax upon the transport 

to do it habitually, and it it believed also 

can be done, and it 

it is believed that 

service to attempt 

that the Commanding 

General who would undertake it, or permit it as a practice, must 

find that many other needs of the army will suffer as a result. 

The general male will be in active campaigns to relieve the trrns-

port of ev.ry unnecessary burden .in order that it need not 

fail in its proper functions. 

XII. 

LLHGD OF UTILIZING TRANSPORT 
WHEN LIVING ON THE COUNTRY.. 

TiANSPOfiTATTON ORDER OF GEN!'RPL SHERMP.N. 
REPORT CF G - n AL EP: +TON. 

In order to give a comprehensive view of the operations of 



the transportation service of the estern A.r!° Y in the fi tlsnta 

caimaign, and the march to the sea, illustrating the manner of 

using transport when living cn the country, I beg to be allowed 

to quote from General Sherman, and from General Langdon C. 

.Easton, his Chief ,uartermcster: 

"Upon November 9th, befor leavinr the vicinity of Atlanta, 

General Sherman issued the following orders: 

"Extract. 

"1. For the purpose of military operations this army is 

divided into two wings. The right wing, ?`aior General 0. C. 

Howard commanding, composed of the lath and 17th corns; the 

left wing, aior general H. ',` . Slocum commanding, composed of the 

14th and 20th corns. 

"S. The habitual order of march rill be, whcravar 

practicable, by four roads as nearly parallel as possible, and 

converging at points hereafter to be indicated in orders. The 

cavalry, Brigadier General Kilpatrick commanding, will receive 

special orders from the Commander in Chief. 

"; . ihere sill be no general train of supply, ry t each 

corps will have its aramunition train and provisi.on train, dis-

tributed habituall° as follows: Behind each regiment should 

follow one wagon and one ambulance; behind each brigade should 

follow a due proportion of ammunition wagons, provision wagons, 

and a'bulances. in case of danger, each corns commander should 

ch'nrre this order of march by hs. vines his f dva.nce snd rFr r brgrdes 
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unencumbered by wheels. The separate columns will start 

habitually at 7.00 a. m.; and make about fifteen miles per day, 

unless otherwise fixed in orders. 

"G. ** As for horses, mules, wagons, etc., belonging to 

the inhabitants, the cavalry and artillery may appropriate 

freely and without limit - discriminating, however, between 

the rick, who are usually hostile, and the poor and industrious, 

usually neutral and friendly. Foraging pasties may also take 

?1Ws and horses to replace the jaded animals of their trains, 

or to serve for pack rules for regiments or brigades. In all 

foraging, of whatever kind, the parties engaged will refrsin from 

threatening or abusive language, and my, where the officer in 

command thinks proper, give written certificates of the facts, 

but no receipts; and they will endeavor to leave with each family 

a reasonable portion for their maintenance. 

"'. *** The organization at once of a good pioneer battal-

ion for each army corps, composed, if possible, of negroes, 

should be attended to. This battalion should follow the advance 

guard, repair roads, and double them if possible so that the 

columns will not be delayed after reaching bad places. Also 

army commanders should practice the habit of giving the artil-

lery and wagons the road, marching their troops on one side, 

and instruct their troops to assist wagons at steep hills, or 

bad crossings of streams. 

In his interesting "Memoirs" the General tells is that--



"The greatest possible attention had been given to the 

artillery and wagon trains. The number of suns had been reduced 

to sixty-five, or about one gu n to each thousand men, and these 

were generally in batteries of four guns each. Each gun, 

caisson, and forge was drawn by four teams of horses (eight 

horses). r'e had in all about two thousand five hundred wagons 

with teams of six mules each, and six hundred ambulances with 

two horses to each. The loads were made comnarativcly light, 

about 2,500 pounds net; each wagon carrying in addition the 

forage needed by its own team. Each soldier carried on his 

parson forty rounds of ammunition, and in the wagons were enough 

cartridges to make un about two hundred rounds per man, and in 

like manner two hundred pounds of assorted amwuni ti_on were 

carried for each gun. The wagon trains were divided equally 

between the four corns, so that each had about eight hundred 

wagons, and these, usually,on the march oecunied five riles or 

more of road. Each corps comnandar managed his own trains; 

and habitually the artill ry and wagons had the road, while the 

men, with the exception of the advance and rear guards, pursued 

paths improvised by the side of the wagons, unless they were 

forced to use a bridge or causeway in common." 

And again, in regard to the march from Savannah through 

the Carolinas to oldsboro, we have the General's rerar'ks 

as follows; 
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"Thus was concluded one of the longest and most important 

marches ever made b;/ an organized army in a civilized country. 

The distance from Savannah to Goldsboro is "our hundred and 

twenty-five miles, and the route embraced five urge navigable 

rivers, viz: The rdisto, Broad, Catawba, Pedee, and Cape Fear, 

at either of which a comparatively small force, well handled, 

should have made the passage difficult, if not impossible. The 

country generally was in a statc of nature, with innumerable 

swamps, with simply mud roads, nearly every; mile of which had 

to be corduroyed. In our route we had captured Columbia, 

Cheraw, and iayetteville, important cities and depots of sun-

pTies; had compelled the evacuation of Charleston City and 

-arbor; had utterly broken up all the railroads of South Caro-

line, and had consumed a vast amount of food and forage, essen-

tial to the enemy for the support of his own arn.ies. i;e had 

in mid-winter accomplished the v:hole journey of four h-indred 

and twenty-five miles in fifty days, averaging ten miles per 

day, allowing ten lay-days, and had reached Goldsboro with the 

army in superb order, and the train almost as fresh as when we had 

started from Atlanta." 

In his renort of the great march from Atlanta to Savannah, 

General aston (Chief vuartrrmaster of the Army) states that 

"upon le-.ving Atlanta, November 15th, l°C4, the army consisted 

of four corps of infantry and one cavalry division, as follows, 

vii.. 
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"14th corns; 15,6?0 men, 1,400 horses, 4,43 mules, 571 

wagons, and 114 ambulances (3 wagcns to 1000 men); 

"15th corns; 10,000 men, 2,164 horses, 5,72E mules, 066 

wagons, and 14€ ambulances, (36 wagons to 1000 men); 

"17th corps; 11,000 men, 2,156 horses, 3,107 mules, 

wagons and 77 ambulances $35 wagons t^ 1000 men); 

"Cavalry corns; 5,000 men, 7,000 horses, 1,P00 mules, and 

300 wagons - total, 63,630 men, 14,76£ horses, 19,410 mules, 

2,520 wagons, and 440 ambulances. 

"The follor.int. was ordered as the allowance of transporta-

tion for baggage, etc., on the March: 

"One wagon to each regiment; two wagons to each brigade 

headquarters; three wagons to each division headquarters; five 

wagons to each corns headquarters; one wagon to each battery 

( there w :s one battery to each diva son ). The balance of trans-

portation was directed to be distributed as fo11e s, viz: 

"Three wagons to each division for hospital purposes; one 

wagon to every one hundred men, including artillery, for ammuni-

tion, and the remainder, 1,476 wagons, as used in transport-

in„ forage, subsistence, etc. 

"The army started from Atlanta with four says' grain. 

"'she subsistcnce transported for the whole army was as fol-

lows, viz: 

"Hard bread, twenty ( 2 0 ) days' rstions; salt meat, five (5) 

days' rations; sugar and coffee, thirty (30) days' rations; soap, 

LL' 
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rice, candles, five (4) days' rations? salt, eighty V0) days' 

rations. 

"'.she -rmy started from Atlanta with 5,476 head of beef 

cattle in addition to the above. The army marehec by corns, 

and on roads as near PGrallel to each other as could be found. 

'each corns had its own pontonn train, and each division itC 

own pioneer force, and with these orani^ations streams were 

crossed, roads repaired and sometimes made, :Without retarding 

the movements of the troops. The management of the trains differ-

ed somewhat in each corns, but I think the best arrangement was 

whore the train of the corns followed immediately after its 

troops, with a strong roar-ward in the following order: 

"1st, corns headquarters baggage wagons. 

"2d. Livisi on headquarters baggage wagons. 

"3d. Brigade headquarters baggage wagons. 

"4th. Fegimental headquarters baggage wagons. 

"nth. mpty wagons to be loaded with forage and other 

sunolie taken from the country, with the nroner details for 

loading them. 

"5th. Ammunition train. 

"7th. Ambulance train. 

"Eth. General supnly train. 

"As the ernoty wagon, reached farm houses and other voints 

where supplies could be obtained, a sufficient number were 

turned out of the road to take all at the designated point, and 
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so on through the day, until the empty wagons 'ere loeded, 

making it a rule to ta'ce the first supnlie 3 come to, and to 

leave 

empty 

goner 

none on the rod until 

wagons could be loaded 

1 supply train came up 

411 the wagons were loaded. The 

by the time the rear of the 

to then, and they would fail into 

their proper place in the rear of the division trcins, if in 

time,  or in the rear of the general supply train, without ro-

tarding the march. This arrangement worked well, and is 

probably as good as any that could be made for procuring sup-

plies. hs a gcnura.1 thing the wagons were required to go but 

a short distance from the line of march to obtain supplies, 

there being sufficient nearby." 

It is obvious to the moat casual observer that the real 

necessities in furnishin,^, an effective tre,nsnort service and 

providing for the ,reatest possible mobility, r?re that there 

must be a relstivo adjustment between the ecuinage and stores 

and sunpiies to be provided, and the amount of transport to 

be furnished. 

It must be apparent that the character of the campaign, 

the ends to be attained, and the nature of the country to be 

traversed will impose limitations as to the baggage, equipage 

and supplies to be carried, end will thus afford a basis upon 

which the commanding general c:n figure the amount of transport 

required to accompany the army • 

If the troops are to travel lightly equipped through a 

rich country where supplies arc rcrd ly obtrr nrble, the 
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effectiveness of the transport will be greatly increased; in 

many campaigns it will be found, however, that a great proportion 

of the transport animals will be engage6 in the carriage of their 

own food. Ten it is remembered that a four horse wagon can 

transport through a country destitute of forage, only food for 

its orrn team for from twenty to thirty days, the limitations 

of animal transport can, at a glance, be appreciated. 

It is therefore of the first importance that all consider-

ation. be carefully weighed in the outset, and that stringent 

regulations limit the amount of baggage, 

to be taken by the troops. 

In the beginning of the Civil ; r 

eauipagc, and supplies 

the wagon trains so 

harrnercd the army that it was difficult for it to move, r'uanti-

ties of baggage and impedimenta, and numerous camp followers 

encumbered the trains. A general order upon the subject was 

found necessary. Lxerience soon disclosed the true reauire- 

monte for active service; baggage was disnensed with; unnecessary 

impc,dimenta left behind, heavy tentage soon fell into disuse, 

and in the later campaigns the shelter tent served for officers 

and men alike. 

In the beginning of the v.ar with main the allotment was 27 

wagons to each regiment of infantry-. In the beginning of the 

'ivil 1.ar the allotment was 13 wagons to each regiment of in-

fantry. In the final cmmaignc both of the V, extern Army snd the 

Army of the Potomac, the allotment for baggage was one wagon to 
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regirs;nt, although the total number of wagons assigned to serve 

1000 men was not greatly reduced below the number required in 

the early campaigns♦ 

Napoleon's maximum allotment of wheel transport ;,as limited 

to 14 wagons for each 1000 mien. V i th this nu I er of wagons 

he colculated on carrying supplies sufficient to last for 

thirty days, counting, however, that each soldier carried eight 

days' rations on his back. When it is considered that the 

Great :`aster of the Art of War relied solely upon his wheel trans-

port and the supplies of the country, and was without rail corn-

runications or as a rule a general supply train, the limita-

tions placed upon the requirements of his troops can readily be 

understood. 

No nation in the world maintains in times of p=eace anything 

like the full complement of transport required for the conduct 

of a war of magnitude, or even to provide for the complete 

mobilization of the forces from time to time assembled. Lost 

Continental powers provide by law for procuring the necessary 

amount by requisition. 

U is the policy of our government to maintain a small 

standing army and to rely upon volunteer troops for the bulk 

of the forces to be used in time of war. 

This gives occasion for an excentionally elastic system of 

supply and transport capable of accommodating itself to a sadden 

increase in the army. The transport, whether by water, rail, or 
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land, ::ill be vastly expanded by purchase, charter, hire or 

service agreement, VQ meet the new conditions. And in that 

event it will be necessary that the existing vresent organiza-

tion and methods be so extended as to control and operate the 

added transport service with as little embarrassment as rossible. 

At present the actual handling of all classes of military 

as well as all auxiliary transport, is in the hands of civilians 

under greater or less control of the military authorities; from 

the army wagon train in '.hieh the government owns all means and 

materiel and merely hires the man to drive the team, to the 

railroad or steamship company, where the control of the Govern-

ment is limited to designating the manner in which its business 

shall be handled and the route it shall travel. 

In time of war it is not likely that these methods will, to 

any great degree be departed from, but the necessity for ef-

fective organization must be apparent to all. 

As an illustration of the magnitude of the number of animals 

required for the operations of a vast army, it is interesting to 

note that during the first year of the Civil Ver there were 

purchased for all purposes 100,7F'9 horses and £3 ,620 mules, ex-

clusive of those bought in the field under emergency, or a.cc'.uired 

by capture, which would probably swell the total to ^n aggregate 

of a ouarter of a million animals or more. 

During the second year 107,457 horses and 21,06 mules were 

purchased in like manner. 
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After every battle or considerable merch, la,rRc nur!bcrs of 

animals were turned in to depots disabled. These hed to be re-

placed from depots; many of those turned in died, and those 

recuperated, together with others purchced formed the supply 

for further issues in the same manner. 

'o provide for such an expansion and produce the best 

results, it is necessary that the' peace organization be along 

such lines of proven efficiency as will assure a nucleus upon 

which dependence may be placed; a unit available in any class 

of work; an organization capable of moving coherently as a whole, 

with uniformity in detached units, and of overating under every 

circumstance with all possible precision. 

Upon the ability of its officers to bring about such condi-

tions will depend the welfare and success of an army, and method-

ical organization and systematic forethought alone can be relied 

upon to produce results so much to be desired. 

XIII. 

CO ICLtJ OICN. 

It has been the object in these papers to show the neces—

sity of that uniformity of method in the treatment of questions 

of military transport whether by sea or lend, which ill conduce 

to efficiency and make good the prestige of our arms. 

There has been no effort to indicate how new legislation 

might be made to improve conditions, but these have been taken 
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as they ar.~ found. 

Far be it from us as a neonle to depart from the tradi-

tions of our fathers and seek in the fleeting bubble of a mili-

tary ascendency the substantial glory which is the lasting pro-

duct of the arts of peace. Our national interests have ever 

led us in the ways of commercial enterprise, educational en-

lightenment, religious freedom, personal liberty, and the abund-

ant development of our magnificent domain. 

~Then, turning from these high ideals r:e enter mpon a career 

of conquest; when our aim shall have become a sordid commercialism; 

cur creed, that might makes right; and when for Deity we bow 

the knee to a Goc, of Gold; then indeed shall we find. our mission 

as a nation at an end; then shall those that seek our shores, 

guided by the erstwhile friendly beams that light the gater:ay 

of the ,est, no longer find beneath the uplifted torch of Liberty 

a haven from oppression, but, urt ortunate souls, shalt find 

themselves enticed by traitorous rays to freedom's shipwreck on 

a trecch roux coast. 

God forbid that such should be the. apotheosis o£ these 

United Mates. 

When first our ancestors set foot upon these shores, a 

trackless wilderness chall:nged the ax of the pioneer, savage 

tribes threatened his existence, and c~nditicns of danger lurked 

about him through the day and mode his nights a ceaseless 

vigil. The problems that were solved by those sturdy men, and 



which have been met and mastered by their children since, have 

made of us a nation marvelous in our ti cc^rnnlishm_onts: unique in 

the annals of history, powerful for the progress of civilization. 

Let use ward :.ell our priceless heritage. 

Our armies have ever sprang to the defense of our hones, to 

the maintenance of liberty, to the vindication of nrineiples 

deer seated in the heL.rt of every soldier in the ranks. : ay* 

it never be otherwise. 

And our Navy; How glorious its record; there should We 

look for greater insniration than to that story of matchless 

achievement from the days of the Good Ship "Const3 tuti on," to 

the battle of Manila Bay, or the annihilation of that gallant 

foe at Santiago! 

Proud have been the deeds of cur soldiers! None can surpass 

them in courage, honor and fortitude. Their valor, whether 

from the North, South, mast o' V.est, rests on principles, 

not pay, and has seen its ample attest in the Revolution, in the 

War of 1812, in the Campaign against ',5exico, in the thunder 

of that unhappy fratricidal strife when the rivers of our land 

flowed crimson to the sea, and again v:hen shoulder to shoulder 

cur common country met a common foe: 

If upon our army we depend for our internal defense, and 

for land campc1gninr oversea when the call of country ta'rss 

us forth, to our Navy we must look as the outward bulwark of 

our defenses, the guarantor of our national integrity abroad. 



Upon it we musr rely for the nrotoction of our rights and the 

safeguarding of our rewnoncibilities, in the scattered denend— 

ncies where we are discharging duties Providentially imposed; 

for now we must face the future in the knowledge that our 

period of splendid isolation is 

:..ay our Army and our Navy ever be none less victorious 

than of yore; our offic::rs and ten none less intrepid than 

a ;tors of the past, 

the great Con odore who shouted to his hard pressed fighters 

"Lon't give up the shin;" none less majestic than in that 

victorious message "ti:'o have met the enemy and th'y cur ours," 

and none less chivalrous thsn he would s~.id "Lon't :cheer 

boys, don't you see the poor devils are dying:" 
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